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Performance in motion

Electric Tug 
Hire
Benefit from total purchase flexibility 
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Why rent with 
MasterMover? 
Rental offers a flexible way to benefit from the advantages of 
electric tugs. Whether you need a short-term solution to meet 
increased demand, or a contract hire agreement, our rental 
options can be designed around you. 
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Your operational 
benefits unlocked with 
MasterMover rental 

No capital outlay 

VAT recoverable 

Flexible options 

Simplify asset disposal 

Fixed monthly costs 

Contract-life warranty

Maintenance included 

No hidden costs 
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Flexi Hire
Powerful movement when you need it most 
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How does it work?
+  Weekly/monthly invoices (depending on hire period) 

+  Simply return the machine at the end of the hire period

Immediate 
availability 

Fully flexible 
around you 

Keeping you up  
and running 

Meet demand in 
peak times 

What’s included? 
  Hire from 1 - 52 weeks    Flexible terms – no contract  

  2 services per year      Zero wear and tear charges

The benefits of Flexi Hire:
All the benefits of an electric tug, as and when you need it

How does it work?
+  Weekly/monthly invoices (depending on hire period) 

+  Simply return the machine at the end of the hire period
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How does it work?
+  Initial payment followed by fixed monthly costs 

+  Simply return the machine at the end of the contract
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What’s included? 
  Hire from 36-60 month    2 services per year  

  Fixed term contract     Zero wear and tear charges

No capital 
outlay 

Fixed monthly 
costs 

Lower maintenance 
costs 

Payment plans 
to suit you 

The benefits of Long Term Hire:
Side-step the cost of an electric tug with contract hire

Long Term Hire
Heavy load moving without capital investment

Long Term Hire
Heavy load moving without capital investment
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Whether you’re looking for a short term 
rental solution to support peak seasons 
or, a long term hire package to reduce 
CAPEX costs, our experienced team can 
tailor a package to your needs. 

Contract required  

Brand new machine  

No wear and tear charges   

Return machine at end of hire period  

Operator training for 1 member of staff included  

Additional ongoing operator training available  

Flexi Hire Long Term Hire 

Your Electric Tug Rental Options 

Which option is right for you?
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Preventative 
maintenance 
included as 
standard 
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Maintenance is included in both our Flexi Hire and Long 
Term Hire packages, meaning you benefit from fixed 
maintenance costs. Our regular service intervals also 
maximise your electric tugs uptime and performance. 
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Maximise uptime with 
consumables packages 
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What’s included? 
 
  2 planned service visits every year  

(Including travel and labour costs) 

  Breakdown prioritisation 

  Discount on parts and labour  

  Callouts for machine breakdown 

  Major component warranty for  
the life of the contract* 

As standard, consumable parts such as batteries, drive wheels and castors  
are not covered under our maintenance package. However, we offer flexible  
consumable part packages that can be tailored to your needs. 

Speak to our rental team to discuss adding consumable parts to your  
rental package.

*misuse and damage not covered by the contract 

The parts you need, when you need them
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Move heavy 
loads on 

flexible terms

If you’d like to explore how our rental 
options could benefit your operations, 
get in touch with our team today...

rental@mastermover.com
mastermover.com
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